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Executive summary 

The aim of the deliverable “Report on energy efficiency effects in the five pilots” is to provide 
a report on the experiences carried out within the five national Living Labs established within 
CO-EFFICIENT work package 4 “eServices for energy efficient operations”. In the framework 
of the work package 4 each country involved has created a living lab dedicated to eServices 
for SMEs in order to improve the energy efficiency of operations. Three main eServices have 
been tested and improved in pilot actions as part of Living Labs: 

- Logistics Optimisation eService 

- Distributed Planning eService 

- Document Dematerialization eService 

 Additionally “Objectiff CO2” scheme, French national action aiming at decreasing the CO2 
emissions in the transport sector, was implemented in Spanish Living lab. The scheme 
consists of signing an agreement with enterprises for encouraging them to reduce their CO2 
emissions by allowing them to choose among a bunch of actions which have a proved to be 
lowering fuel consumption. 

During pilot actions within Living Labs not all eServices were tested in all countries as 
interest for implementation differed. In Spain the Logistics Optimisation eService and 
Document Dematerialization have shown large potential however future development of the 
eServices is needed in order to achieve real utility and performance. On the other hand the 
“Objectiff CO” scheme have been sought the most and was transfer to Spain with large 
success while no other country have shown interest for implementation. 

In Italy all three eServices were tested and after several modifications all three eServices 
were successfully implemented. In case of Slovenia the Logistics Optimisation eService was 
tested and used for simulations. Despite the fact that the simulations have shown great 
potential for energy savings in transport majority of companies are not yet willing to 
collaborate on this level as the transport data are considered as confidential.  

Similar situation was encountered in Croatia where companies are not interested in 
cooperation thus the Logistics Optimisation eService and Distributed Planning eService were 
not successful. Reason being the fact that the companies tried to use the eServices within 
company while both eServices build on inter-company cooperation. Additional problem 
occurred in Croatia was rather weak utilisation of ICT in SMEs. 

The situation in France is very different – while in Croatia SMEs are not relying on ICT, in 
France the Document Dematerialization eService was found not to be compatible with 
existing systems or the eService was used for tasks not designed for. Modifications to 
eService were made with different success levels and further development is needed. 

In conclusion, the results of the experimentation carried out with the different eServices in the 
framework of the CO-EFFCIENT pilot actions can be considered very positive. While 
quantitative results highlight energy saved as well as decreased emissions of CO2 in 
concrete numbers, the qualitative results show broader picture. Companies in  participating 
countries are evidently at different awareness levels when it comes to energy management 
and are in need of different types of interventions 

With diffusion and implementation of eServices, especially the Logistics Optimisation 
eService and the Distributed Planning eService, enterprises learned the importance of 
planning and collaborating with each other. While in some countries the collaboration was 
actually established, in other countries (Croatia, Slovenia) companies have just started to 
consider idea of collaboration in order to reduce costs and become more energy efficient. 
Many collaborations started within the project to continue after the project’s end, bringing 
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progress in terms of energy efficiency and environmental improvements. It is also has to be 
pointed out that diffused eServices have encouraged companies to embrace new “smart 
technologies”, and, even where the results have not been immediately optimal, this creation 
of open-mildness will surely have an impact on the medium term on the enterprises. 
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1 Introduction 

The main objective of the CO-EFFICIENT project is to provide energy-saving solutions to 
enterprises, and improve these solutions together with R&D actors and associations of 
SMEs, in the framework of Living Labs.  

In the framework of the work package 4 “eServices for energy efficient operations” (WP4), 
each country involved has created a living lab dedicated to eServices for SMEs in order to 
improve the energy efficiency of operations. Three main eServices developed by SATA have 
been tested and improved in pilot actions as part of Living Labs. 

The first eService put at the users’ disposal was the Logistics optimisation eService aimed at 
optimising transport and logistics activities of SMEs. It enables advanced planning of users’ 
transport missions and optimisation of vehicle fleet using specially developed mathematic 
algorithm. The second eService is the Distributed Planning eService, which objective helping 
SMEs with organisation and management of supplier and partner network and flow of goods 
and services including optimization of the available internal resources. The third eService 
deployed, the Document Dematerialization eService (Intelligent data capture from PDF 
business documents), allows users to automatically extract information from a PDF 
document and transform it to electronic format, including index for digital archiving, to enable 
document dematerialization via automated process. The eService was primarily conceived 
for extracting data from electronic invoices but can be used for other document types as well.  

Within this deliverable, a report on the tests carried out in pilots, as part of Living Labs of 
each of the five countries, is presented, including qualitative and quantitative results, thanks 
to the use of specific indicators. Latter on specific report on the results of each of the three 
eServices is provided, as well as a general conclusion, providing consideration on the 
outcomes of the Living Lab concept within the CO-EFFICIENT project. 

In order to keep protect the data of companies participating in pilot actions, the companies 
were given generic names deriving from country of origin. 
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2 Energy efficiency effects in five pilots – country specific results 

Within this chapter, an in-depth analysis of the tests performed in each of the five pilots of the 
WP4 is done. For each country, the companies involved in the Living Lab are described, 
highlighting their specific inefficiencies, as well as the results of the testing of the specific 
eServices, which are presented from a qualitative and a quantitative point of view. 

2.1 Spain 

The pilots carried out in Spain focused in companies devoted to road freight transport. During 
the arrangement of the Living Lab, three aspects were detected as the most promising ones 
to provide energy savings from the use of the available e-Services. 

 Transport dispatching. The assignation of resources (i.e. driver and truck) to perform 
the transport order that a company receives is a daily task that the Traffic manager 
(or Truck Dispatcher) usually carries out based of his experience. Therefore the 
automatization and optimization of this task may lead to a better assignation and thus 
provide energy and economic savings 

 Document management. The transport of goods requires a rather complex 
documentary process that involves an intensive manual work. An increase in the 
degree of automatization of this process is fundamental to increase the productivity 
and efficiency of these companies. 

 The most important energy consumption of a road freight transport company is the 
use of fuel by trucks. Any initiative focused on a better use of this fuel will have a 
huge repercussion on the global energy use of the company. 

Company ES01 

Description and highlighting of energy inefficiencies  

ES01 is an integrated logistics operator focused on freight and logistics management. It 
began its activities as a carrier specialising in the transport of containers, as well as offering 
other services such as storage and assistance with the documental process. 

During the initial meetings, the management of the company showed interest for the three 
eServices offered in the framework of the Transport Optimisation Living Lab. However, they 
were in the process of changing the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) eService used by 
the company, which prevented them from using the Document Dematerialization eService. 
However, their interest may become a future action to be developed as a part of the Living 
Lab. 

One of the energy inefficiencies detected in the company was related to the stage were the 
resources (vehicles and drivers) are assigned to specific transport orders. The company 
receives transport orders to be carried out on a very short notice (most of the orders should 
be carried out the following day). Next, the Traffic Manager decides how to assign the 
resources based on the instantaneous state of the company (i.e. the location of all the drivers 
and trucks and the location of the facilities of the importer/exporter) and relying on their 
expertise acquired from years of work. The purpose of the first of the pilots executed in ES01 
was to develop an eService which will assist the Traffic manager in this task. As a 
consequence of the use of the eService, the planning should be closer to the optimal 
schedule, resulting in an improvement in both energetic and financial efficiency. 

Initially, the feasibility of the Logistics Optimisation eService offered in the framework of the 
project for this task was analysed. However the eService was found inadequate due to some 
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specific characteristics of the terrestrial transportation of the container to and from the port. 
For this reason, it was decided to establish the basis for the future development of a new 
eService to assist Traffic Managers, even though its complete realisation of the eService falls 
beyond the scope of this project.  

The second pilot that carried out in ES01 was focused on the detection of actions leading to 
the optimisation of energy resources use. Fuel used in vehicles of the company’s fleet is the 
main energy source (as in any transport company) and for this reason a lot of effort should 
be focussed on the reduction of its consumption.  

Chosen eService and expected benefits in terms of energy efficiency for the companies 

As stated previously, the first of the pilots required the development of a new eService to 
assist the Traffic Manager during their daily task. During the project, the theoretical basis that 
will allow the future development of the eService has been established. It includes the 
identification of the stages of a trip (figure below) and the determination of the criteria to be 
used in the assignation process. The assumptions considered have been validated using 
historical data provided by ES01 corresponding to the transport orders received during the 
period from 2012 to 2014. 

 

 

Figure 1: Stages of a trip 

 

For the second pilot, the methodology used was based on the French »Objectiff CO2« 
program. The programme consists of a voluntary commitment initiative that was started in 
2008, allowing important fuel saving for the companies that have adhered to the program 
since then. The program was detected thanks to the knowledge database developed in the 
framework of the project. After that, the partners decided to include this methodology as a 
new eService. As explained in deliverable D4.4, the methodology is based on the selection of 
the most suitable actions to be carried out in a company taking into account the four axes 
related to the consumption of fuel: vehicle, fuel, driver and organisation. The technicians from 
Valenciaport Foundation (VPF) have assisted the companies in estimating the amount of 
CO2 that has been emitted in the period considered and have worked together with the 
management of the companies in the selection of the most adequate actions to be included 
in the Reduction Plan.   

Results of the intensive trial in terms of energy efficiency improvements per company 

The most important result of the first pilot has been the initial version of the eService 
(developed using Excel and VBA), which has been used to test the initial assumptions. The 
solution provided by the eService assigns as many time windows as necessary of the most 
adequate driver to complete transport order. Figure 2 below shows an example of the 
eService in use, including the assignation of 46 drivers. 
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Figure 2: Initial version of new transport planning eService 

 

Due to the theoretical nature of this activity, no KPIs have been obtained from this pilot. 
However, it is expected that once the eService is finished, its use will allow the reduction of 
the distance required to carry out the same amount of transport orders, thus leading to 
reduced costs that are associated to subcontracting. 

In the case of the second pilot carried out in ES01, the KPIs are obtained from the expected 
savings that will result at the end of the implementation of the reduction plan. The following 
table includes all of the values obtained from this pilot. 

 

Table 1: Quantitative KPIs for ES01 for the eService “Objectiff CO2” 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Actions already implemented by the company nr 19 

Actions included in the reduction plan nr 6 

New actions proposed nr 2 

Absolute potential fuel savings litres 333.295 

Absolute potential reductions t CO2 887,23 

Potential reductions per activity t CO2/t.km 4,4 

Relative potential reductions % 14 

Total expected costs € 141.144 

Averaged return of investment year 0,4 
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In addition, the following qualitative indicators have been obtained during the analysis of the 
effectivity of the measure: 

 the company has gained in awareness by implicating both the drivers and the 
administrative staff in the accomplishment of the objectives established in the 
reduction plan, 

 the management of the company has been directly involved in the development of the 
program. This includes the whole management team of the company. Besides, as a 
beneficial side effect, the whole staff has been indirectly involved in the program as a 
consequence of the action to be carried out in the program; 

 the company has been incorporated to the Registry of Carbon footprint promoted by 
the Spanish Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Environment as a result of the work 
carried out in this pilot. 

 

Company ES02 

Description and highlighting of energy inefficiencies  

ES02 is a company offering marine container logistics services with more than 25 years of 
experience. During the initial meetings, two of the eServices included in the CO-EFFICIENT 
project were identified as potentially interesting in order to eliminate inefficiencies identified in 
the analysis of the work methods of ES02. 

At present, one of the most time-consuming processes in the administration department is 
management of transport orders received from clients. The orders are usually received as a 
pdf attached to an e-mail. Next, this document is printed and its contents are inserted into the 
ERP of the company manually. Some of the information (fields) that have to be inserted are 
quite complex (e.g. the container identification reference), making this process prone to 
errors. In addition number of different clients that each company serves in this sector is 
relatively small, a characteristic that eases the use of automated solutions. 

The second of the aspects selected to work on, rather than motivated by a detected 
inefficiency, is related to the continuous improvement process of the company. As a transport 
company, one of their main operational costs is derives from fuel used by the vehicles and, 
as a consequence, any effort to increase the efficiency with regard to fuel consumption is 
profitable and environmental friendly.  

Chosen eService and expected benefits in terms of energy efficiency for the companies 

In this case the Document Dematerialization eService has been found to be well fitted to the 
automation of the management of transport orders. The eService was initially developed for 
the management of invoices and, for that reason, some in-house solutions have been 
developed to adapt the eService to the needs of ES02. Specifically, the solutions developed 
cover the two following aspects: 

 introduction of the pdf Metadata into the resulting xml file, 

 reformatting of the xml file to the client specifications. 

It was also necessary to create the templates for each of the company’s clients whose 
information were used in the pilot and to set up and configure an FTP folder in the company 
system in order to simplify the management process. As a result, the new process consists 
of simply copying the pdfs of the transport orders (received as an attachment in an email) 
into the corresponding folder. Then, the eService produces the xml file that is imported by the 
ERP of the company. 
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Additionally, as in the case of the previous company (ES01), the methodology based on the 
»Objectiff CO2« program and the recent Spanish Registry of carbon footprint has been 
applied. More details about these methodologies can be found above and in deliverable 4.4. 

Results of the intensive trial in terms of energy efficiency improvements per company 

The following table includes all of the quantitative KPI values from the digitalisation pilot. The 
values included in the following table consider the number of orders received in the last year 
from the clients that the company has decided to include in the pilot. 

 

Table 2: Quantitative KPIs for ES02 for the Document Dematerialization eService  

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Total input paper docs processed nr 14.490 

Input docs dematerialised % 35,75 

Total output paper docs generated nr 0 

Output docs dematerialised % 0 

Average time to enter one input document min 1,5 

Average time to send one output document min - 

Estimated time saved in one year hr 362,25 

Average number of paper copies from 1 doc nr 1,25 

Estimated paper saved in one year nr 18.125 

 

The following table shows the quantitative KPIs obtained from the implementation of the 
»Objectiff CO2« eService in ES02. 

 

Table 3: Quantitative KPIs for ES02 for the »Objectiff CO2« eService 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Actions already implemented by the company nr 14 

Actions included in the reduction plan nr 7 

New actions proposed nr 0 

Absolute potential fuel savings L 80.566 

Absolute potential reductions t CO2 214.466 

Potential reductions per activity t CO2/t.km 3,6 

Relative potential reductions % 5,1 

Total expected costs € 15.322 

Average return of investment year 0,2 
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As in the case of ES01, qualitative benefits have also been obtained from the implementation 
of the pilot. The company has been incorporated in the Spanish Registry of Carbon Footprint 
as a consequence of the work carried out in this pilot and have also improved the awareness 
of its staff and the involvement of the management of the company in these matters. 

 

Company ES03 

Description and highlighting of energy inefficiencies 

ES03 is a transport company specializing in transportation of liquefied and cryogenic gases. 
As the rest of transport companies belonging to the Transport Optimization Living Lab, ES03 
was very interested in the elaboration of a plan to reduce their fuel consumption. In addition, 
the estimation of the CO2 emitted as these type of service is becoming highly demanded by 
clients of transport companies. 

Chosen eService and expected benefits in terms of energy efficiency for the companies 

It was found that the »Objectiff CO2” scheme fitted very well with the demands of ES03. The 
most adequate actions to be carried out in ES03, in order to reduce fuel consumption of the 
fleet, were selected by the ES03 management with the assistance of the technicians from the 
Valenciaport Foundation. Proposed activities were analysed and method to calculate the 
impact of implemented actions in the company (measured by the total tonnes, kilometres 
transported) was defined. The pilot is expected to facilitate the reduction of the consumption 
of fuel and to improve the knowledge of the amount of the CO2 emitted as a consequence of 
the activity of the company. 

Results of the intensive trial in terms of energy efficiency improvements per company 

The following table shows the quantitative KPIs obtained from the implementation of the 
»Objectiff CO2« eService in ES03. 

 

Table 4: Quantitative KPIs for ES03 »Objectiff CO2« scheme  

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Actions already implemented by the company nr 13 

Actions included in the reduction plan nr 5 

New actions proposed nr 1 

Absolute potential fuel savings litres 94.319 

Absolute potential reductions t CO2 251.078 

Potential reductions per activity t CO2/t.km 4,2 

Relative potential reductions % 4,3 

Total expected costs € 71.628 

Average return of investment year 0,6 

 

As in the rest of the cases where this eService was used, a greater awareness of the 
company staff plus a greater involvement of the manager was also obtained as qualitative 
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KPI. Besides, the company has applied for its incorporation in the Spanish Registry of 
Carbon Footprint. 

 

Company ES04 

Description and highlighting of energy inefficiencies  

Transport operator with over 30 years of experience in transportation. Initially linked to the 
transportation of wood, it is currently specialized in the carriage of reefer containers. 

The company uses manual management of the transport orders which is very time 
consuming process and very prone to errors. For that reason, the possibility of using the 
Document Dematerialization eService as a means for its automation was explored. 
Additionally the company also felt that there was some room for reduction of the fuel 
consumed by the fleet to be addressed by an adequate reduction plan. 

Chosen eService and expected benefits in terms of energy efficiency for the companies 

Both the Document Dematerialization eService and the »Objectiff CO2” scheme have been 
chosen to be implemented in ES04. 

The implementation of the Document Dematerialization eService required some adaptation 
for it to be used in the daily operation of the company. The following tasks were required: 

1. analysis of the documents to be digitalised. A mapping of the document identifies all 
the required fields to be inserted in the company ERP from the original document; 

2. modification of the xml produced by the Data Extractor in order to fit the requirements 
of the company’s ERP. An in-house eService was developed to carry out this task; 

3. development of the sequence flow of processes. This task was performed by an 
external expert and included the importation of xml files and the connection to the 
server where the eService is hosted. 

Results of the intensive trial in terms of energy efficiency improvements per company 

This pilot has suffered some unexpected delays. Most of the steps required for the 
automation of the transport order’s management have been already completed, although, no 
KPIs have been obtained during project life-time.  

The following table shows the quantitative KPIs obtained from the implementation of the 
»Objectiff CO2” scheme in ES04. 
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Table 5: Quantitative KPIs for ES04 »Objectiff CO2« scheme 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Actions already implemented by the company nr 12 

Actions included in the reduction plan nr 5 

New actions proposed nr 0 

Absolute potential fuel savings litres 99,853 

Absolute potential reductions t CO2 246,748 

Potential reductions per activity t CO2/t.km 4.0 

Relative potential reductions % 6.5 

Total expected costs € 216,000 

Average return of investment year 1.9 

As in the rest of the cases where this eService was used, the company staff the increased 
awareness on energy efficiency was also obtained as qualitative KPI. Several initiatives with 
potential of providing energy saving where outlined during the pilot meeting. The analysis of 
their viability will contribute to the sustainability of the Living Lab. Finally, the company has 
applied for its incorporation in the Spanish Registry of Carbon Footprint and it is, at the time 
or writing this report, waiting for the anwer of the Spanish Office of Climate Change. 

 

Company ES05 

Description and highlighting of energy inefficiencies  

The migration to a paperless management is a priority of ES05, due to the enormous amount 
of paper produced during the work for its most important client. In addition, the company 
always works on the detection of suitable actions to be carried out in some of the aspects of 
the processes in order to achieve fuel savings. 

Chosen eService and expected benefits in terms of energy efficiency for the companies 

As in the case of ES02 and ES04, companies with shared interests to ES05, the Document 
Dematerialization eSevice and »Objectiff CO2«eService were perceived as adequate means 
of achieving company’s objectives.  

Results of the intensive trial in terms of energy efficiency improvements per company 

Several meetings were carried out with both ES05 and its IT provider to analyse the 
suitability of the Document Dematerialization eService to automate the management of 
transport documents. Unfortunately, a huge adaptation of work was required in this case and 
it was considered that it exceeded the scope of this project. For this reason, the pilot with the 
Document Dematerialization eService was discarded. 

The pilot using the »Objectiff CO2” scheme has been initiated. However, the lack of feedback 
from the company regarding the selection of the proper actions to be carried out and the 
calculation of the emitted CO2, is preventing its finalisation. Efforts were made in order to 
motivate the company to complete the pilot. However, the current increase of work burden of 
the company staff due to a seasonal peak may impede its finalisation before the completion 
of the project. 
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Summary of pilot results 

Main conclusions and results are summarized below even though some of the pilot actions 
were carried out in only one company therefore the results are not representative and can 
not be analysed in a cumulative and comparative manner. 

Regarding the Logistics Optimisation eService, the theoretical basis of the future 
development of the eService have been developed. Future testing and development of the 
eService will be carried after the end of the project in order to finally develop a software of 
real utility and interest for road freight transport companies. It is expected to involve more 
companies in the future testing phases. 

The Document Dematerialization has shown a very large potential for the improvement of the 
daily management of transport companies. Delays during the deployment of the pilots have 
not permitted to have tested the tool in a more extensive way in real life situations, even 
though the preliminary test have shown very promising results.  

The »Objectiff CO2” scheme has received a very large attention from the transport 
community. Its potential to directly produce energy (and thus, economic) savings, and the 
synergies found of this eService with recent initiatives of the Spanish government (i.e. the 
Spanish Registry of Carbon footprint) have motivated the companies to engage the pilot. 
Cumulative results of Spanish pilot activities are shown in the Table below (the table shows 
the sum of the absolute values (SUMM) and the average of the relative ones (AVG)) 

 

Table 6: Overall results of »Objectiff CO2” scheme in Spain 

Key Performance Indicators Unit ES01 ES02 ES03 ES04 SUMM 

Actions already implemented by 
the company 

nr 19 14 13 12 58 

Actions included in the reduction 
plan 

nr 6 7 5 5 23 

New actions proposed nr 2 0 1 0 3 

Absolute potential fuel savings litres 333.295 80.566 94.319 99.853 608.033 

Absolute potential reductions t CO2 887 214.466 251.078 246.748 713.179 

Total expected costs € 141.144 15.322 71.628 216.000 444.094 

AVERAGE 

Potential reductions per activity t CO2/t.km 4,40 3,60 4,2 4,0 4,5 

Relative potential reductions % 14 5,10 4,3 6,5 7,47 

Averaged return of investment year 0,40 0,20 0,6 1,9 0,77 

 

As can be seen in the table, more than seven hundred thousand tonnes of CO2 are expected 
to be saved from the implementation of the 3-year plan reduction provided by the »Objectiff 
CO2” scheme in the four companies. This saving in CO2 is equivalent to carbon sequestered 
by 16.5 million trees seedlings grown for 10 years1. From the economic point of view, the 

                                                 

1 http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy-resources/calculator.html (visited in June 2015) 

http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy-resources/calculator.html
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averaged expected return of investment is of less than a year, resulting in very attractive 
investments for the involved companies. 

It is safe to say that activities started by pilot actions will continue via activities of Spanish 
Living Lab established within CO-EFFICIENT. 
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2.2 Italy 

All the three main eServices have been subject to testing in Italian pilot as part of the 
eService Living Lab. This was feasible as, on one hand,  project partners (CNA Modena and 
ITL) maintain excellent relations with a large number of local companies and can therefore 
identify those more interested in each eService and secondly, as project partner SATA (as 
developer of the eServices) was able to provide strong and daily to participating companies. 

In fact, each of the pilots required the adaptation of the chosen eService to the special 
conditions of the involved company. This means that, on the one hand, the eServices are 
general enough to cope with a wide spectrum of real cases and, on the other hand, they are 
not completely ready for the single use and require a minimum customisation effort. This will 
be clear when going through the four pilots recalled below and to be taken as living examples 
of the eServices potential. 

Company IT01 

Description and highlighting of energy inefficiencies  

IT01 is an eService house, located in Bologna, providing – among other services –eService 
solutions to support eHealth logistics services to supply hospital wards, clinics and 
pharmacies with medicines and other medical products. The reason for involving this 
company was the constitution, in Emilia-Romagna and other Italian regions, of the so-called 
Healthcare Wide Areas (HWA) each grouping the hospitals and the other healthcare units 
belonging to a territory populated by about 1 to 2 million persons.  

There are three HWAs in Emilia-Romagna  replacing the previous healthcare organisation 
split into 9 provinces. The benefits introduced by HWAs are a better use of resources and, in 
particular, the concentration of medicines and other medical products in just three (instead of 
over 20) warehouses with a strong reduction of stocks. The only drawback is the need to 
introduce a new distribution model reaching every healthcare unit in the HWA with transports 
leaving from the relative centralised warehouse. 

IT01 was then asked by one of such HWAs to propose suited eServices to reduce the impact 
of that emerging logistic problem. In fact, the understood benefits of HWA resource 
optimisation risked to be, at least partially, frustrated by the increase in costs and energy 
consumption. Thus the ultimate aim for IT01 was studying an eService-supported distribution 
model able to minimise the generated freight traffic and the consequent energy consumption 
and CO2 emission. 

In quantitative terms, the extent of the energy inefficiency problem is well summarised by the 
following figures: 

 2.500 healthcare units (in 160 sites) to be supplied weekly; 

 4.000 supply orders from healthcare units per week; 

 60.000 order lines per week (i.e. average 15 lines per order). 
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Chosen eService and expected benefits in terms of energy efficiency 

Because of the above problem IT01 was very pleased to test the Logistics optimisation 
eService with special attention to its use in simulation. More precisely the IT01 pilot was 
aimed at pursuing two combined objectives:  

a) estimate the transport cost in kilometres and emitted CO2 of the previous distribution 
model performed by pharma companies directly to the healthcare units and  

b) estimate its weight once replaced by transports moving from the HWA the central 
warehouse. 

Of course the transports carried out before introducing the HWA model were not known since 
the pharma companies were delivering products with their own trucks starting from their 
warehouses according to their distribution models. It was therefore decided to estimate and 
simulate those deliveries under reasonable (realistic) conditions. The same deliveries then 
had to be simulated again under the new conditions based on HWA warehouse 
centralization. 

Additional consideration was given to economic costs of the two distribution models – the 
question was if the two could be considered as directly comparable or not. In new distribution 
model the transport costs have to be covered by HWA while in previous distribution model 
transport costs were “hidden” in prices of medicines and other healthcare products supplied 
by the pharma companies. It was assumed that the healthcare units pay in either cases the 
transport costs (either directly or indirectly), hence the transport costs can be certainly 
estimated and compared. 

Results of the intensive trial in terms of energy efficiency improvement 

The two simulations described above, concerning respectively the previous and the new 
(HWA) distribution models, were carried out on the basis of the actual weekly supplies 
requested by the healthcare units. The simulation was set-up with one weekly supply and 
repeated with two more weekly supplies. Results (KPIs) reported in following table represent 
weekly average behaviour of the former and latter medicine distribution systems in that 
intensive trial period. 

 

Table 7: Quantitative KPIs for Company IT01 (Logistics Optimisation eService) 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Total transport orders processed (count of transport orders per week) nr 4.000 

Distance covered on previous pharma model (sum over all transport orders) km 12.900 

CO2 emission on previous pharma model (from the covered distance) kg 5.160 

Distance covered on new HWA model (sum over all transport orders) km 10.800 

CO2 emission on new HWA model (from the covered distance) kg 2.700 

Avg distance saved per week (over all the transport orders) km 2.100 

Estimated distance saved in 1 year (multiplied by 50 weeks per year) km 105.000 

Avg CO2 saved per week (over all the transport orders) kg 2.460 

Estimated CO2 saved in 1 year (multiplied by 50 weeks per year) kg 123.000 
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In addition, following qualitative indicators complete results in terms of energy efficiency 
improvement: 

 better/worse use of vehicles (changes on how vehicles are used and saturated): 

- vehicles typically used by pharma companies to supply healthcare units are 
large trucks performing long routes to reach many destinations.; 

- on the contrary the types of trucks foreseen for HWA medicine distribution are 
of smaller size (3,5 to 6,5 tons) and their saturation index is close to 80%; 

- moreover, their smaller size reduces dramatically the CO2 emission index 
with values around 250 g/km instead of 400 g/km or more for larger vehicles; 

 transportation skills created (types of expertise introduced): 

- experimental use of the Logistics optimisation eService introduced the 
“simulator” skill that was not available before and is now considered very 
useful; 

- more in general, using the Logistics optimisation eService was an important 
opportunity to go deeper into the transport model with better understanding of 
its mechanisms.   

 persons acting on transportation (profiles participating in pilot experiment): 

- the “simulator” role was performed by employees normally acting as “eService 
analyst” while it would have been sufficient to involve lower level profiles. 

 

Company IT02 

Description and highlighting of energy inefficiencies  

IT02 is a small transportation company legally accounted among the companies of Ferrara 
province and based in Portomaggiore. IT02 operates in area between the two provinces of 
Ferrara and Bologna (Emilia-Romagna region capital city), providing its daily service to 
several companies of mechanical manufacturing industry. Data collected demonstrate that 
IT02 operates within a round area of about 70km (along the virtual axis connecting Bologna 
and Ferrara) from the flat areas till the hills of the Province of Bologna.  

This is shown on the geographical mapping representation of analysed data which, using 
open source technologies, permitted the representation companies’ sites and main trips on 
Google Maps. Coloured shapes (red, blue and green) on the map below represent the IT02 
customer companies which are object of study in the framework of CO-EFFICIENT. 
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Figure 3: Geographic mapping (source: ITL elaboration) 

 

As stated, IT02 is a third party provider supporting logistics of a network of companies 
comprised of leaders and suppliers of products or services. This IT02 case study 
characterises most of the companies’ behaviour of almost the whole Emilia-Romagna 
territory, which is mainly represented by small companies serving medium/large companies. 
This case is therefore the picture of the entire Emilia-Romagna mechanical manufacturing 
sector. 

Company IT02 performs transportation for 21 manufacturing companies (clients - red in the 
map) and 73 manufacturing or service companies (suppliers of IT02 clients - blue and green 
in the map) for a total of 94 companies.  

The operational model can be summarised in the following steps:  

1. IT02 pick up trip during the early morning 

2. pick up and deliveries between clients and other supplier companies in the second 
part of the morning,  

3. trip in the first half of the afternoon to one of these suppliers where the products or 
services are worked out and  

4. final delivery in the second part of the afternoon to the clients companies in the 
Portomaggiore area.  

5. IT02 returns to the base.  

Data analysed comprises about 25 real working days where IT02 performs the service of 
picking and delivery on behalf of the abovementioned companies, with the imputation in the 
system of about 500 orders of transports provided by IT02.      

In this specific case “today” status of performance where the companies already benefit of 
the IT02 third party service was assessed and then compared with the scenario where 
companies organise the transport by themselves. Different performances of both scenarios 
were assessed in order to determine the following: if the IT02 case results show good 
efficiency such model can be promoted in business sector. Additionally policy makers can 
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use the case to promote such model and push the business sector to adopt it in other 
clusters/industrial networks within the Romagna side of the Emilia-Romagna region.  

During the analysis further alternative operational models for modifying habits of transport 
provider were studied as well as other existing interesting solutions for optimisation of 
transport service operations intervening directly by reducing CO2 (or other key factors 
contributing to the energy saving) were considered. 

Chosen eService and expected benefits in terms of energy efficiency 

Full operational behaviour of IT02 and input of its orders of transport into the IT system was 
reconstructed in order to verify the efficiency of existing model and to simulate new 
operational solutions on the same data set. The data set was tested using the Logistics 
Optimisation eService (implemented in the framework of CO-EFFICIENT) to assess the “as 
is” situation to alternative solutions aimed at improving performance, optimising external 
transport service and reducing consumption of energy. It was expected that 
behaviour/transport model of IT02 was already sufficiently optimised in comparison to 
simulated case where the companies would organise the transport by themselves.  

IT02 and its client companies were interested in particular to verify the costs and the km 
routed at the end of each day. Moreover, IT02 was interested to explore the potentiality of 
Logistics Optimisation eService as transport order input service, for calculation of optimised 
missions and for assessment of trip performance parameters that are currently managed 
without IT support (calculations done “on paper”). 

Results of the intensive trial in terms of energy efficiency improvement 

The IT02’s transport data set was imported into the Logistics Optimisation eService and tests 
and assessments have been carried out with the selection a sample of working days (daily 
transport missions) which, in agreement with IT02, are representative of average daily 
situation. Results of optimisation of transport with use of Logistics Optimisation eService are 
shown below.  

 

Table 8: Quantitative KPIs for the IT02 (Logistics Optimisation eService) 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Total transport orders processed nr 69 

Distance covered  on best null model km 5.940 

CO2 emission on best null model kg 1.410 

Distance covered  on optimal model km 1.622 

CO2 emission on optimal model kg 380 

Avg distance saved per transport order km 63 

Estimated distance saved in 1 year km 316.696 

Avg CO2 saved per transport order kg 15 

Estimated CO2 saved in 1 year kg 75.557 
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Focusing on KPIs in table above it can be said that the results of simulation show high 
potential for energy savings as distance covered is significantly reduced which consequently 
reduces energy input making operations more energy efficient. 

In addition, the following qualitative indicators complete the results in terms of energy saving: 

 better/worse use of vehicles (changes on how vehicles are used and saturated): 

- IT02 uses a small truck, under 3.5 tonnes, this is an optimal solution indeed 
since the average load factor is higher and fuel costs are lower than the 
average of large trucks; 

- the fuel saving is on average at least 100 Lt per day; 

- CO2 saving is considerably positive; 

 transportation skills created (types of expertise introduced): 

- the eService has replaced the use of paper; 

- the eService has introduced planning services not known before the CO-
EFFICIENT pilot; 

- the eService has introduced check-up instruments to assess the 
performances; 

 improved competencies of persons active in transport activities (profiles involved in 
pilot): 

- 5 people of ITL have used and tested the Logistics Optimisation eService 
during the preparation, test and evaluation phase; 

- 2 private users (IT02’s staff) have provided data and followed the system 
utilization in strict collaboration with ITL; 

- 1 person from CNA has been involved to verify the potentialities of the 
eService and approve assessment done.  

The final result is extremely positive, for two main reasons: 

1. such activity is replicable in several other regional contexts, the same analysis is of 
interest also for other production sectors; 

2. outsourcing in clusters/network of micro/small enterprises can reduce the costs of 
operation for all the actors using the transport service (customer and supplier) and 
the waste of energy resources, with in turn reduction of the negative externalities 
(CO2,etc.). 

 

Company IT03 

Description and highlighting of energy inefficiencies  

IT03 is a company of the CNA world providing advice and information technology to 
enterprises, especially SMEs, to support them in daily activities as well as in management 
and organisational improvement. Among others, IT03 provides specialised ICT services/tools 
addressed to specific areas (e.g. commerce, production) or professions (e.g. installers, 
maintainers). 

At present about 380 companies use these ICT services/tools and have to insert information 
from invoices manually into bookkeeping systems. They are over 18.000 documents per 
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year, in most cases in paper form then printed, mailed, stored and, very expensive, typed 
several times. 

Although not so visible, like in the transports case, the energy inefficiency of such procedures 
is relatively high and include, as observed by IT03, inefficient actions including human 
labour, printer energy and materials used, mailing activities (picking, transport, delivery), 
document storage and so on. Recent studies suggest that the global cost saved by every 
dematerialised invoice can be estimated at 15 Euro, 5 Euro for the sender and 10 Euro for 
the receiver. 

Hence, it is understandable that IT03 focused part of pilot activities on energy efficiency with 
regard to document dematerialisation, in particular invoice dematerialisation. Expected 
benefits are mostly on receiver side ranging from 150.000 to 200.000 Euro savings, while 
their partition into detailed figures (and translation into CO2 emissions) were considered to 
complicated to estimate. Namely it is a simple matter of transforming saved paper sheets to 
energy as energy is also used for electronic documents (storage, transport etc).  

Chosen eService and expected benefits in terms of energy efficiency 

IT03 chose to experiment the Document Dematerialization  eService in order to test semantic 
extraction of structured contents from pdf invoices. The core objective of the pilot project was 
to demonstrate the benefits of dematerialisation during the automation of import of the 
invoice into accounting system.  

The main purpose was to enable electronic exchange of invoices between suppliers, 
especially SMEs, without affecting their legacy systems as well as the management system 
used by IT03. Main benefit expected was to enable (automatic) document dematerialisation 
generating the output required by the IT03 accounting system from the incoming pdf 
documents. 

 

Figure 4: Example of data extracted from an invoice 

 

The Document Dematerialization eService extracts and interprets information coming from 
the pdf invoices and the accounting data that can be associated to invoices, for example: 
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account code, vat code, cost centre and the date interval of the service/product indicated into 
each invoice body. 

The “data extraction” process analyses data identified in the pdf document in order to 
automatically choose an accounting proposal to classify the document, hence the output 
generated by the Dematerialisation eService is complete and ready to be imported into the 
IT03 accounting system. 

 

 

Figure 5: Example of accounting data proposal 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Detail of an invoice body accounting proposals 

 

Additional expected benefit was saving numerous sheets of paper per year since also pdf 
raster/image files are managed by the Document Dematerialization eService.  

Results of the intensive trial in terms of energy efficiency improvement 

The simulation concerned 10 companies and documents exchanged included inbound cycle 
(received invoices) of those companies. The invoices were automatically downloaded from 
the email accounts of the receiving companies, and the pdf documents were saved 
automatically into the input folders of the Document Dematerialization eService. Data 
extraction process was scheduled on every 3 minutes. 

Results achieved include very high quality of the extraction and semantic interpretation 
functions: the 0,01% of errors in data extracted from pdf vector files are consequences of 
errors in original documents while 25% of errors derive from uncertain character recognition 
of the OCR function (ABBYY FineReader, the third-party component of Document 
Dematerialization eService). 
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Following the extraction phase user data validation is foreseen in order to correct errors or 
complete missing information (and only on pdf image files) while rest of the process is fully 
automated. Structured output file is then automatically generated by the eService and was 
directly imported into the IT01 accounting system. 

Results of Document Dematerialization eService used by company IT03 are shown below. 

 

Table 9: Quantitative KPIs for Company IT03 (Dematerialisation eService) 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Total input paper docs processed (count during the pilot period) nr 783 

Input docs dematerialised (percentage over their total number) % 84,2 

Total output paper docs generated (count during the pilot period) nr N/A 

Output docs dematerialised (percentage over their total number) % N/A 

Avg time to enter 1 input document (on N paper to digital docs) min 6 

Avg time to send 1 output document (on N paper to digital docs) min N/A 

Estimated time saved in 1 year (avg per doc multiplied by annual docs) hr 896 

Avg nr of paper copies from 1 doc (on N paper to digit docs) nr 3,17 

Estimated paper saved in 1 year (avg per doc multiplied by annual docs) nr 51.848 

Incidence of operational errors (detected during the pilot period) nr 3 

 

As seen in the Table above it was estimated that more than 51.000 sheets of paper will be 
saved on annual basis. Note that the KPIs on generated documents are not applied because 
the experiment focused just on incoming documents. In addition, following qualitative 
indicators complete the results in terms of energy efficiency improvement: 

 Document Dematerialization skills created (types of expertise introduced): 

- the Document Dematerialization eService introduced first the “template 
constructor” skill for the different formats of the incoming invoices; 

- next skill introduced was the “document verifier” completing or correcting 
those extracted data the eService points out as possibly wrong; 

 persons acting on dematerialisation (profiles participating in pilot experiment): 

- both roles were performed by clerks at the involved companies used to 
behave as accountant for the incoming invoices. 
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Company IT04 

Description and highlighting of energy inefficiencies  

IT04, as a consortium based in Modena (Emilia-Romagna region), leads a network of a 
dozen of SMEs providing maintenance services which aim to evolve towards a more general 
global service provision. The maintenance services of the IT04 consortium are addressed to 
serve over 4.000 gas (petrol, fuel) distribution (filling) stations of the ENI multinational 
company in centre-north of Italy.  

Two analogous consortia were interested to follow the IT04 experience in order to better 
orient their own decisions. Fist one is a consortium named BETA, based in Chieti (Abruzzo 
region) coordinating in turn ten maintenance SMEs. The second consortium named IOTA is 
based in Ragusa (Sicily region), also coordinating a dozen of maintenance SMEs. 
Altogether, IT04, BETA and IOTA serve about 8.000 fuel stations across Italy.  

These consortia implement identical activities - they perform maintenance activities that can 
be either pre-planned (routine) or on-demand (emergency) interventions. Every intervention 
demands a request from the central coordination unit to a maintenance team to move from 
its current position to new service site. Central coordination unit is at all times in 
communication with service thus having detailed information on service team’s status. When 
planning/carrying-out intervention IT04 has to select the service team to perform the 
intervention. Choice of team is based on a number of criteria, for instance the consortium 
member normally assigned that station or the need to balance the number of interventions 
assigned to every consortium member. Unfortunately no consideration is given to current 
positions of each team with respect to the next destination which results in inefficient and 
expensive transports. It was estimated that in 8 hours of working time transport on average 
accounts for 2,5 hours.  

Chosen eService and expected benefits in terms of energy efficiency 

Based on the above considerations IT04 experimented with Distributed Planning eService 
also on behalf of two other associated consortia. Several benefits were expected, including 
increase of energy efficiency: 

 the first and most important expectation was the possibility to obtain a complete 
tracing of the communications exchanged between centralised coordination unit, 
consortium members and maintenance teams; 

 the second and equally important expectation was subtracting service planning from 
currently used excel sheet management to a much smarter and reliable eService 
function assuring faster and better performances; 

 although these improvements are not directly impacting on energy efficiency they 
represent the condition for involved companies to start using the Distributed Planning 
eService; 

 the most relevant change required in service planning was task assignment that can 
minimise incidence of transports while assuring the same level of workload balance 
among consortium members.   

 Considerations were made with regard to it effectiveness of desirable by-product 
such as to possibility for completely dematerialisation of exchanged paper documents 
and replacing them with electronic communications between the different actors.   

Results of the intensive trial in terms of energy efficiency improvement 
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Once pilot started, IT04 immediately identified necessary precondition for obtaining 
maximum benefits from the Distributed Planning eService - namely extending its functionality 
in order to incorporate some specialities of maintenance sector. The initial (generic) 
Distributed Planning eService functions did not include features considered fundamental to 
make the eService usage effective and justifying the effort.  

The Distributed Planning eService improvements requested by IT04 were two: 

 adding a function for modelling the plants in terms of their hierarchical composition 
into parts and sub-parts so as to easily address every communication on possible 
faults to the specific affected component; 

 enrich the customer calls for intervention by including a reference to the affected plant 
components thus exploiting the plant hierarchical composition defined through the 
previous additional function. 

These improvements were duly co-developed in strict collaboration with eService developer 
and the Distributed Planning eService is in result better suited and specialised for use in  
maintenance sector. Improved Distributed Planning eService was then tested by IT04 for 
several weeks in parallel with the ongoing daily activities so as to simulate the real-life 
working condition. Following table shows results achieved in form of KPIs expressing main 
impacts with respect to operational costs measured before introducing the Distributed 
Planning eService. 

 

Table 10: Quantitative KPIs for Company IT04 (Distributed Planning eService) 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Avg time to take and record 1 call (total time divided by call number) min 8 > 4 

Avg time to prepare 1 quotation (total time divided by quotation number) min 34 > 23 

Avg time to manage 1 customer order (total time divided by order number) min 19 > 7 

Avg time to plan 1 customer order (total time divided by plan number) min 12 > 5 

Avg time to assign 1 supplier task (total time divided by task number) min 9>1 

Avg time to handle 1 exception (total time divided by exception number) min 41 > 28 

Estimated time saved in 1 year(for all the above operations) hr 9.160 

Avg distance covered to reach 1 site(total distance divided by service nr) km 27,6 > 21,3 

Estimated distance saved in 1 year(for all the services performed) km 119.700 

Incidence of operational errors(average per week) nr 11 > 2 

The Before-situation vs After-situation figures reported in the table are further explained by 
following notes on the operational behaviour of user companies: 

 avg. time to take and record 1 call. Saving basically comes from the already available 
classification of plants, their parts and possible faults making the definition of the 
requested intervention faster and easier; 

 avg. time to prepare 1 quotation. Saving is limited by existing possibility for the 
operator to derive many quotations from similar problems in past while generating a 
really new quotation is now accelerated by the eService functionality; 
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 avg. time to manage 1 customer order. Order responding to a quotation is now 
immediately handled by the system and the operator has just to check possible 
changes or additions; 

 avg. time to plan 1 customer order. Besides accelerating this operation the new 
approach assures that the order is optimally planned while the past method was 
mostly based on the personal experience of the operator; 

 avg. time to assign 1 supplier task. Within the eService selected supplier is 
automatically informed of the assigned task, just after a fast operator control, instead 
of manual dispatching of that communication; 

 avg. time to handle 1 exception. Handling an exception remains a critical operator 
activity, the benefit introduced by the eService is the possibility to launch one or more 
times the planning function to find out the best solution faster; 

 estimated time saved in 1 year. IT04 receives about 40.000 calls per year, 19.000 of 
which result in services actually performed; among those calls 5.500 require 
quotations resulting in 2.600 orders; there are about 1.000 exceptions to handle per 
year; 

 avg. distance covered to reach 1 site. Introduction of current position of teams among 
the planning criteria leads to a saving of covered distance in of almost 23% (6,3 
kilometres in the average); 

 estimated distance saved in 1 year. Saved distance is 6,3 kilometres on individual 
order multiplied by 19.000 interventions resulting in 119.700 kilometres; 

 incidence of operational errors. There were a couple of errors per day, with the 
eService they become a couple per week. 

In addition, following qualitative indicators complete the results in terms of energy efficiency 
improvement: 

 networking skills created (types of expertise introduced): 

- skills did not change actually since they were already present in the pilot 
company. What changed are operational procedures that supported by the 
Distributed Planning eService become faster and more accurate ; 

 persons acting on Distributed Planning (profiles participating in pilot experiment): 

- main involved profiles were two: the call taker exploiting the eService function 
to better record the call, and the intervention planner exploiting the eService 
function to better assign tasks to the service suppliers. 

As conclusion IT04 considered achieved benefits so innovative and their impact so relevant 
that adoption of Distributed Planning eService is well justified. Additionally the other two 
affiliated consortia are concretely evaluating the same opportunity. 

 

Summary of pilot results 

To sum up experiences from Italian pilot actions the first conclusion that can be drawn is that 
there are indeed many ways to pursue energy efficiency, and their effectiveness is strongly 
related to the nature and business of the single company. In other words, it is worth 
developing a variety of energy saving approaches and solutions, as it has been done by the 
CO-EFFICIENT project, in such a way to offer each company several interventions and let 
them select the ones that show better potential for company’s specific needs. 
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When applicable, the Logistics Optimisation eService is immediately understood and the 
benefits it brings are easily measured (comparison between “before” and “after” can be easily 
done). Besides improving the daily mission planning, the Logistics Optimisation eService can 
be conveniently used in simulation mode to support strategic model definitions and 
investment decisions with quantitative estimations of their possible impacts which is one of 
it’s very important functions. 

 

Table 11: Overall results of Logistics Optimisation eService in Italy 

Key Performance Indicators Unit IT01 IT02 SUM 

Total transport orders processed  nr 4.000 69 4.069 

Distance covered on previous model  km 12.900 5.940 18.840 

CO2 emission on previous model  kg 5.160 1.410 6.570 

Distance covered on new model  km 10.800 1.622 12.422 

CO2 emission on new model  kg 2.700 380 3.080 

Avg distance saved per week  km 2.100 1.087 3.187 

Estimated distance saved in 1 year  km 105.000 54.350 159.350 

Avg CO2 saved per week  kg 2.460 259 2.719 

Estimated CO2 saved in 1 year  kg 123.000 12.950 135.950 

 

Please observe that, although concerning two quite different transportation problems, the 
resulting indicators present both interesting behaviours. The saving in distance covered, a 
sort of primary performance indicator, ranges from 20% to over 70%. The difference is 
justified by the transport nature: very systemic in the IT01 case but quite occasional in the 
IT02 case. This confirms that better results are to be expected in case of unstructured logistic 
services which are basically less efficient than the systemic once. 

The Document Dematerialization eService was easily understood by all companies 
struggling with exchange of intense document flows, especially received documents. The first 
perceived impact is not only sparing the company clerks the effort of managing large 
volumes of paper documents, but going deeper into the associated processes making it 
possible to identify important energy savings at every stage of document management. 

Finally, the Distributed Planning eService does not show immediately its energy saving 
potential because it rather seems to be oriented to better coordination of the company’s 
network. However when the eService is applied it results different types of energy saving 
mechanisms including those considered by the other two eServices. As such, it likely 
presents the strongest energy efficiency improvements. 
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2.3 Slovenia 

Slovenian pilot project was aimed to test the Transport eService dedicated for optimisation of 
transport processes. Transport is namely the fastest growing consumer of energy and 
producer of greenhouse gases in the European Union (the same holds good also for 
Slovenia), despite advances in transport technology and fuel formulation that have resulted 
in marked decreases in emissions of certain pollutants.  

Optimisation of transport processes is therefore considered as the most effective and 
efficient solution to increase energy efficiency. Results of many best practices are showing 
considerable savings in case of implementing some of the following principles:  

 freight consolidation (any operation where at least two less than truck load (LTL) 
shipments with different origins and/or destinations are being transported on the 
same transport mean for a part of their transport path in order to decrease total 
transportation costs) up to 40% of transport costs and more than 30 % of the freight 
transport vehicles driven kilometres; 

 routing and scheduling (routing refers to the planning of a vehicle’s journey, whereas 
scheduling refers to the assigning of transport orders to vehicles) saves between 5 
and 15% of vehicle kilometre costs; 

 milk run transportation (a round trip pickup/delivery run performed by a vehicle 
predominantly serving many different customers) up to 10% of savings; 

 load factor maximisation (increasing the utilization of the available loading space of 
vehicles) up to 38% of savings; 

 transport ordering systems and freight exchanges (a virtual marketplace where 
agents buy and sell transport services) up to 20% savings.  

Before mentioned measures are in practice implemented separately and available only for 
bigger companies. Main idea of the Slovenian pilot project was therefore to use the transport 
eService that already contain presented principles and test possible savings in case of 
collaboration of many small and medium size companies. 

Companies’ description and highlighting of the energy inefficiencies  

In order to attract as many participants as possible, informational workshops were organised 
to which SMEs as well as other organisations were invited. After the initial feedback gained 
at workshops and discussions with companies and associations activities were refocused to 
industrial zones with higher density of SMEs having higher potential for transport 
consolidation. Companies in industrial zones were analysed and segmented into categories 
according to their potential for transport consolidation. Out of 240 companies in industrial 
zones, 126 were identified as companies where transport and logistics activities showed 
potential for transport consolidation. These companies were individually approached and 
invited to participate in project activities. 

Out of 126 companies 9 SMEs (7 manufacturing and 2 transport providers) confirmed their 
interest for participation. Manufacturing companies mainly operate in automotive sector 
(spare parts), metallurgy and plastic products and are located within industrial zone in 
Maribor. The companies have ensured access to their transport data to be used for testing 
the eService and evaluating possible savings. 

In depth analysis of road freight flows of participating companies revealed the problem of low 
vehicle utilisation and many empty runs. The problems are most present on shorter distances 
(regional and inter-regional transport) by smaller vehicle categories and LTL (less than truck 
load) deliveries. Majority of companies have one or two small delivery vehicles, which are 
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exclusively used only for this particular company. Demand for transport is sporadic (irregular) 
and consists of (on average) only several transport missions per week. Consequently the 
efficiency of such irregular transport is not considered at all.  

Results of the intensive trial in terms of energy efficiency improvements per company 

Intensive trial has been performed for the period of one month with the aim to see what can 
be achieved with the transport eService in the case of participating companies. It has to be 
mentioned that transport eService was used as a simulation eService using real data 
provided by participating companies for the testing period. Several iterations have been 
performed to find the best possible results.  

All together 1.101 missions have been taken into consideration from different companies for 
the period of March 2014, which was selected as the most characteristic month of the year. 
In the first iteration we conducted simulation just based on transport requests from 
manufacturing companies. The results were not very encouraging since we were not able to 
reach the critical mass required for consolidation effects. In the second step we also 
implemented transport requests from two participating transport providers showing 
considerably better results which are summarised in the following table: 

 

Table 12: Average weekly savings for participating companies 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Total transport orders processed (count of transport orders per month) nr 1.101 

Distance covered on previous model (sum over all transport orders) km 286.416 

CO2 emission on previous model (from the covered distance) kg 170.000 

Distance covered on new model (sum over all transport orders) km 248.094 

CO2 emission on new model (from the covered distance) kg 161.000 

Avg distance saved per month (over all the transport orders) km 38.322 

Estimated distance saved in 1 year (multiplied by 12 months) km 495.864 

Avg CO2 saved per month (over all the transport orders) kg 9.000 

Estimated CO2 saved in 1 year (multiplied by 12 months) kg 108.000 

 

As can be seen form the table above, the total savings of 38.322 km and 9.000 kg of CO2 
per month or 495.864 km and 108.000 kg CO2 per year is to be expected in case of 
company’s collaboration and use of the transport eService in general. 

Results were also analysed on a weekly basis, concrete savings for particular week within 
the analysed month are shown below:   
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Table 13: Average weekly savings for participating companies 

 
Week 1 Week 2  Week 3 Week 4 

No. of missions -29,21 % -26,79 % -27,45 % -27,43 % 

Driven kilometres -17,26 % -10,26 % -14,45 % -12,55 % 

Fuel used -8,73 % -2,06 % -3,52 % -7,24 % 

Amount of CO2 -8,73 % -2,06 % -3,52 % -7,24 % 

Working hours -12,29 % -6,57 % -10,12 % -9,19 % 

No. of vehicles -22,73 % -8,70 % -14,58 % -14,89 % 

Costs -7,98 % -2,04 % -5,38 % -5,99 % 

As can be seen, savings are present during all analysed weeks, although they show the best 
results in the first week of the analysed period. 

Summary of pilot results 

We can conclude that, on average, results of possible savings were good, but it has to be 
noted that they differed from company to company. Especially companies that were providing 
low numbers of orders or orders with locations or types of cargo that were not compatible 
with the majority were not that good or did not show any savings at all. On the other hand, 
the results of other companies were good or even excellent. 

Transport consolidation is showing great results also what concerns CO2 emissions and fuel 
used what directly corresponds to energy efficiency. That proved the idea of the 
CO-EFFICIENT project that transport optimisation directly effects not only economic savings 
but also energy efficiency.  

In general it has to be mentioned that these savings are possible in case companies are 
willing to collaborate and share their freight with others. In the case of Slovenian companies 
this was namely one of the biggest barriers, companies are not used to collaborate and 
consider their transport orders as business secret. 
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2.4 Croatia 

The state of small and medium industry as well as industrial clusters in Croatia is at a very 
low level and the implementation of the three proposed eServices has been met with several 
problems. 

The industrial clusters that do exist in the country mainly perform promotional activities for 
members – predominantly joint representation at international fairs and trade exhibits, there 
is no real industrial cooperation within clusters. Majority of companies are also often small or 
micro companies with limited amount of paperwork handled on a daily basis (orders, bills 
etc). Legal framework in Croatia also does not foster the idea of industrial cooperation or 
paperless offices. When it comes to the distribution of goods and products, most companies 
use external distributers, which are usually larger companies with their own customized 
eServices for distribution and/or planning.  

Companies that participated in pilot action do not cooperate in terms of production so there in 
no goods and/or services flow between them thus the Distributed Planning eService was not 
of interest. Focus was set to Logistics Optimisation eService and to Document 
Dematerialization eService. 

Company HR01 

HR01 is a company specialized in sales and distribution of beverages to cafes, restaurants, 
hotels and shops. The company operates its own vehicle fleet of several light delivery 
vehicles and manages one central warehouse in the city of Karlovac. 

The company was initially very interested in the implementation of the Logistics Optimisation 
eService since they were tracking the drivers, their routes and the goods they delivered 
manually using excel sheets. The eService, when presented, seemed like a potentially good 
solution for the company’s needs. However, there was no interest for cooperation with other 
distribution companies and sharing of transport capacities. 

After a detailed demonstration of the eService, including a simulation of the system using 
premade locations and other parameters, the company unfortunately lost interest because 
the eService seamed to complicated and slow to use for them compared with their current 
(manual) method. The reason for this is the relatively small number of vehicles and a large 
number of delivery locations that would have to be defined (despite the fact that this has to 
be done only once and the Croatian experts suggested to handle the initial setup) as well as 
the fact that they believe their existing routes and schedules are already optimized.   

The company’s management is convinced that only custom transportation optimisation 
eService would fit their needs and the Logistics Optimisation eService presented was not 
perceived as suitable. If the company would ever decide to cooperate with another company 
on a permanent basis the Logistics Optimisation eService will be considered however, at the 
moment, there is no such interest and/or plans. 

Company HR02 

HR02 is focused on the production of agricultural machinery. They do operate vehicle fleet 
but do use transport services for delivery of parts and spare parts from suppliers and delivery 
of products to customers. 

HR02 is a member of the Agricultural Equipment Cluster and was present at the joint 
demonstration of the two eServices (Logistics Optimisation eService and Document 
Dematerialization eService) within CO-EFFICIENT project. They initially expressed high 
interest in the Document Dematerialization eService in a different way than the eService is 
intended to be used. The company planned to utilize the Document Dematerialization 
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eService in order to automatically scan and store prices of the raw materials bought from 
suppliers and create a database of how price fluctuations over time in order to anticipate 
future price changes as well as to identify  the cheapest option. 

After detailed discussion and the comprehensive demonstration of the Document 
Dematerialization eService the management decided that the eService is too complex and 
they will continue using existing solution in form of digital spreadsheet eService. 

They were not interested in the Logistics Optimisation eService since they mostly use 
external logistics operators. 

Company HR03 

HR03 is specialized in producing forest skidders and agricultural mechanization. They use 
transportation to receive parts necessary for production and to deliver products and spare 
parts to customers. As member of the Agricultural Equipment Cluster HR03 has attended 
CO-EFFICIENT joint demonstration.  

The company uses accounting eService (to analyse the payments, orders etc) but data has 
to be inserted manually and most of the documents are received in hard copies or scans. 
Thus, the company has shown interest in the Document Dematerialization eService to be 
integrated into existing accounting eService to streamline their operation and reduce their 
workload. 

Options for integration of Document Dematerialization into accounting system were analysed 
in details. It was found out that too many conditions have to be fulfilled for successful 
implementation into existing eServices company uses. For the moment, the company opted 
out of trial but remains vitally interested for possible future integration.  

When it comes to distribution of goods and transport of raw materials and components the 
company outsources majority of services while operating small vehicle fleet of few vehicles 
for last minute (unplanned) shipments. As the fleet is composed of only few vehicles and the 
company strongly opposes to cooperation with other companies the Logistics Optimisation 
eService was not of interest. 

Company HR04 

HR04 is the leading manufacturer of agricultural mechanization with long tradition and over 
300.000 machines sold. Transport and logistics services for supply of parts for production 
and for products and spare parts delivery to customers in Croatia primarily done with own 
vehicle fleet. The company is member of the Agricultural Equipment Cluster and has 
attended CO-EFFICIENT joint demonstration event.  

The company expressed strong interest in Logistics Optimisation eService and Document 
Dematerialization eService. After the initial discussion it was decided that the Logistics 
Optimisation eService is not suited for company’s needs as tracking and planning eService 
was sought. As the Logistics Optimisation eService does not enable and was additionally 
perceived as rather complicated (and not fast enough) the company decided against its 
testing thus not providing data for simulation. 

HR04 was still interested in the Document Dematerialization eService and a follow up 
demonstration and implementation has been organized. Unfortunately, the eService was not 
compatible with the operating system HR04 uses and implementation had to be postponed. 
Since no solution was found to overcome the problem and the implementation was halted. 
Still HR04 did provide feedback on the eService based on the preformed demonstration: 

- tool not working on Windows Server edition 2012 SP2. 
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Company HR05 

HR05 is a company with 35 year tradition specialized in manufacture of machine parts and 
hydraulic and pneumatic components exporting approximately 90% of its production across 
Europe and North Africa. 

HR05 is member of the Agricultural Equipment Cluster and has attended joint 
CO-EFFICIENT demonstration. They expressed interest in the Document Dematerialization 
eService and a live follow up demonstration and implementation was organized at their 
premises. 

HR05 started to use the eService with the help of a short step-by step guideline prepared in 
Croatian describing functions and utilities of eService. Due to the relatively low number of 
orders and documents handled on daily basis and often due to the complexity of the invoices 
HR05 decided against complete adoption of Document Dematerialization eService into its 
work processes and to continue with manual processing of documents. The company did 
provide some very valuable feedback based on the time they used the eService: 

- problems with saving templates for future use. 

- online folders should have the possibility to link with an offline one and an 
automatic upload process for the documents added to it should be added. 

After short implementation period the company has stopped using the eService. 

Company HR06 

HR06 is a company engaged in production, distribution and sales of electricity produced from 
renewable energy sources (biogas plant). The company fosters an environmentally friendly 
approach to utilization of by-products generated in agricultural production, processing 
industry, food industry, storage management and retail and wholesale business, following the 
strictest environmental standards.  

Raw material from several farms in the relative vicinity of the biogas plant itself is transported 
making HR06 good candidate for implementation of the Logistics Optimisation eService. 
General idea was for farmers and biogas plant to use the eService together in order to plan 
delivery of the feed and transportation of the digestate from the plant and to the farmers and 
buyers. The biogas plant operator would take over role of broker (administrator) handling and 
monitoring transport activities and farmers would have the role of carriers. 

The plan, although it looked good on paper, was impossible to implement in practice due to 
very low informatics knowledge and usage of farmers. Most of them do not use a PC in their 
day-to-day operations and could therefore not participate in the pilot. This unfortunately 
hindered all future implementation possibilities since the biogas operator does not have 
sufficient capacities for management of all accounts. If the situation with the farmers would 
change at any point, they would be willing to try out the eService.  

Company HR07 

HR07 is consulting company specialized in workplace safety, occupational health and safety, 
fire protection, environment protection, technical control and business consulting. They 
operate small car fleet in order to perform services and consulting at various client sites. 

The company originally planned to utilize the Logistics Optimisation eService to plan and 
optimize the trips of their employees and company vehicles. Since they do a lot of field work 
they could potentially increase the efficiency of their transport, reduce the cost and the 
emission. Unfortunately, after the initial demonstration and the first implementation they 
decided that the eService is just not suited to them since it proved to be to complex and slow 
to implement for them to be of actual use. 
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Summary of pilot results 

As is evident from experiences gathered from Croatian pilot the implementation of the three 
eServices was rather problematic. Due to the lack of interest for actual cooperation between 
the companies (members of the living lab) and clusters the Distributed Planning eService 
was not perceived as interesting and was not promoted. This is also very much due to the 
general lack of industrial production in Croatia which is in a constant state of decline since 
the mid-1990’s. 

Instead of the Distributed Planning eService, the focus on the other two eServices, the 
Logistics Optimisation eService and on Document Dematerialization eService. The Logistics 
Optimisation eService has been demonstrated to all 7 companies and was initially accepted 
by 5 companies, HR01, HR06, HR07, HR03 and HR04. The Document Dematerialization 
eService was demonstrated to four companies (four members of the Agricultural Equipment 
Cluster) HR02, HR03, HR04 and HR05, all of which expressed initial interest for its 
utilization. 

The main issue for 4 (out of the 5) companies that initially planned to implement the Logistics 
Optimisation eService was the fact that companies planned to use it for their own internal 
planning and tracking on a very small fleet of vehicles. The eService is not well suited for this 
task since it requires a lot of work in the beginning and does not offer the information that the 
companies were mostly interested in. This is all due to the fact that most companies primarily 
use external carriers to deliver their goods to buyers or from their suppliers and only rely on 
their own fleets when in a hurry or in exceptional cases. This is true for most SMEs. They 
also have no room (and/or interest) for cooperation on these activities with other companies 
since they are often not geographically close enough and often do not operate on the same 
market.  

This is again another symptom of the different functions clusters usually have in Croatia 
when compared to most other European countries. The only exception here was HR06 which 
is a biogas plant supplied by feed from several smaller farms in the vicinity. The plant 
operator planned to utilize this eService in order to optimise the delivery of the feed to and 
the transportation of the digestate from the plant. This was hindered due to the very poor 
knowledge and use of computers by the farm owners who did not want to participate since 
they do not us PCs in their day to day operation. 

The Document Dematerialization eService also showed a lot of promise in the beginning with 
all of the companies reacting quite positively to the initial demonstration of the eService. Out 
of the four companies, two wanted to use the eService in order to reduce the workload and 
paperwork in their day-to-day operation, HR04 and HR05. First company planned to 
integrate the eService in their existing accounting eService, HR03, and the second company, 
HR02, planned to utilize the eService to create a database of materials and prices so that 
they could more easily select the cheapest supplier as well as keep track of the change in 
the costs of their raw materials and components. The two companies soon decided that the 
eService isn’t suitable to them. HR03 found it impossible to integrate the eService in their 
existing system thus making the eService of no use to them at this point. HR02 found the 
eService to slow and complicated and decided that it would be easier to analyse the bills and 
create the database by hand. The implementation phase was completed in the two other 
companies but they still faced some issues. In HR04 for example, the eService wasn’t 
compatible with their operational system and because of that they couldn’t implement the 
eService properly since they would not be allowed to use their personal laptops for this 
purpose. HR05 found the eService to slow and complex to use and some parts of its 
structure to rigid to adapt to some of their more complicated invoices that the eService just 
couldn’t cope with. Finally, they decided that it would be easier for them to do the necessary 
analysis by hand as they did so far.  
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Main reasons for the low utilisation of the eService is the relatively small size of the 
companies which results in only a few orders and invoices that the company has to process 
each day as well as the fact that the idea of a paperless office is new in Croatia and most 
companies still insist on hardcopy invoices. 
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2.5 France 

In France, in the Languedoc-Roussillon region, after a first unsuccessful try for diffusing the 
Distributed planning eService, focus was shifted to diffusion of the Document 
Dematerialisation eService to enterprises in the territory. This shift has been dictated by the 
awareness of the fact that companies are often experiencing problems of slow accounting 
procedures caused by paper documents and are (or at least should be) interested in 
reducing time dedicated to accounting procedures. The Document Dematerialisation 
eService appeared to be a valuable solution to be proposed to enterprises. 

The service was openly offered to all companies and six of the companies contacted have 
decided to participate in pilot activities to test and assess the Document Dematerialization 
eService. In each of the companies, the eService vas tested and suitability for 
implementation into day-to-day processes was assessed.  

Company FR01 

FR01 is a small enterprise located in Montpellier performing house renovation. The company 
employs six persons and mainly operates in Montpellier and the surrounding areas.  

FR01 was enthusiastic about the idea of testing the Document Dematerialization eService, 
since they saw the possibility of reducing time dedicated to the accounting procedures. 
Currently, FR01 records its financial operations in an excel document, which is then sent to 
an accounting firm. All the figures and information written on the invoices and are transferred 
manually in excel file that is an important loss of time for FR01’s staff. Document 
Dematerialization eService should reduce the time dedicated to invoice monitoring and 
reporting by automating this process.  

The tests with the FR01 have been performed in June 2015. The results of this test have 
been controversial. The eService is clearly very interesting for FR01 and would perfectly fit 
with their needs however in practice, the extractions performed have raised several important 
issues: 

 difficulties of the eService in correctly decoding the prices VAT included and VAT 
excluded; 

 some company’s suppliers use models of invoices which differ from time to time. In 
this cases  the extraction is not correct.  

 sometimes the system crashed taking minutes for restore 
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Table 14: Quantitative KPIs for Company FR01 (Dematerialisation eService) 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Total input paper docs processed (count during the pilot period) nr 17 

Input docs dematerialised (percentage over their total number) % - 

Total output paper docs generated (count during the pilot period) nr 0 

Output docs dematerialised (percentage over their total number) % 0 

Avg time to enter 1 input document (on N paper to digital docs) min 3,5 

Avg time to send 1 output document (on N paper to digital docs) min - 

Estimated time saved in 1 year (avg per doc multiplied by annual docs) hr 0 

Avg nr of paper copies from 1 doc (on N paper to digit docs) nr 1 

Estimated paper saved in 1 year (avg per doc multiplied by annual docs) nr 0 

Incidence of operational errors (detected during the pilot period) nr 6 

 

As the eService was not proven as effective and reliable, FR01 decided against its 
implementation at the moment. Still the company is very interested for implementation if the 
above mentioned issues are resolved. 

 

Company FR02 

FR02 is a small enterprise located in Maguio, a small city near to Montpellier selling house 
equipment such as doors or windows.  

FR02 is faces similar problems about accounting being time consuming when it comes to 
processing paper documents. FR01 uses services of an external accounting firm and, 
similarly as FR01, the company sends excel files with information from paper documents to 
the accounting firm. A solution like Document Dematerialization would allow the company to 
gain time on reporting to the accounting firm. 

As for FR01, the tests gave some contradictory results. On one hand FR02 has appreciated 
very much the idea of the eService and its general structure, but on the other hand problems 
were occurred during the extraction making it impossible for the company to use the 
Document Dematerialization eService in its current edition. Following problems have been 
encountered: 

 wrong extraction of VAT codes; 

 prices without and with VAT extracted but in the wrong place; 

 “verification phase” is always necessary, even with the invoices of clients already 
“registered”. 
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Table 15: Quantitative KPIs for Company FR02 (Dematerialisation eService) 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Total input paper docs processed (count during the pilot period) nr 21 

Input docs dematerialised (percentage over their total number) % - 

Total output paper docs generated (count during the pilot period) nr 0 

Output docs dematerialised (percentage over their total number) % 0 

Avg time to enter 1 input document (on N paper to digital docs) min 3 

Avg time to send 1 output document (on N paper to digital docs) min 0 

Estimated time saved in 1 year (avg per doc multiplied by annual docs) hr 0 

Avg nr of paper copies from 1 doc (on N paper to digit docs) nr 1,125 

Estimated paper saved in 1 year (avg per doc multiplied by annual docs) nr - 

Incidence of operational errors (detected during the pilot period) nr 8 

 

Despite encountered problems FR02 is interested to implement the Document 
Dematerialization eService once its shortcomings are resolved. Without the before 
mentioned errors, the eService was seen as very valuable and useful. 

Company FR03 

Company FR03 is a medium company providing logistics and transport services, operating 
medium-sized vehicle fleet. Accounting procedures are done completely with internal 
resources and with no help from an external accounting firm with one person is in charge of 
all accounting procedures. 

FR03 uses a complex accounting eService, named SAGE. This brand of accounting 
eService is very famous and popular in France, since it allows users to do all its accounting 
procedures independently. FR03 uses the last and most evolved SAGE version. In order to 
test the Document Dematerialization eService it was necessary not only to create models for 
suppliers and clients but also to create a template to integrate information directly from 
Document Dematerialization eService to the SAGE eService. This operation has been 
complicated to set up, but programmers eventually managed to create a “bridge” between 
the two eServices, in order to allow the persons from FR03, to continue working on its 
accounting eService but to integrate it with our Document Dematerialization eService.  
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Table 16: Quantitative KPIs for Company FR03 (Dematerialisation eService) 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Total input paper docs processed (count during the pilot period) nr 18 

Input docs dematerialised (percentage over their total number) % - 

Total output paper docs generated (count during the pilot period) nr 0 

Output docs dematerialised (percentage over their total number) % 0 

Avg time to enter 1 input document (on N paper to digital docs) min 3,4 

Avg time to send 1 output document (on N paper to digital docs) min 0 

Estimated time saved in 1 year (avg per doc multiplied by annual docs) hr - 

Avg nr of paper copies from 1 doc (on N paper to digit docs) nr - 

Estimated paper saved in 1 year (avg per doc multiplied by annual docs) nr 0 

Incidence of operational errors (detected during the pilot period) nr 7 

 

The tests performed have been more successful compare to the other cases, with less 
mistakes; nevertheless, the opinion of the persons in charge of the accounting on the 
eService is paradoxically more negative that the one of the other enterprises. Indeed, even if 
accounting manager has been surprised by the interesting concept of the Document 
Dematerialization eService, she does not believe that such eService could be useful for 
someone that already has the SAGE eService. Indeed, SAGE have registered already in its 
database most of the data that Document Dematerialization eService extracts, as manual 
reporting of the information of the invoices in SAGE take only a fraction of time. Under these 
conditions, the usefulness of Document Dematerialization eService for FR03 is doubtful, 
since the manual reporting doesn’t represent a significant loss of time.  
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Company FR04 

FR04 is micro enterprise, hiring only few employees, located close to Montpellier. Its fields of 
activity are the descaling, sludge removal and disinfection. Even if FR04 is a micro enterprise 
they are doing all the accounting by themselves and also use SAGE accounting eService for 
accounting procedures. Despite the fact that SAGE eService supports majority of activities 
the company was interested to try it on purchasing operations of the company.  

 

Table 17: Quantitative KPIs for Company FR04 (Dematerialisation eService) 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Total input paper docs processed (count during the pilot period) nr 19 

Input docs dematerialised (percentage over their total number) % - 

Total output paper docs generated (count during the pilot period) nr 0 

Output docs dematerialised (percentage over their total number) % 0 

Avg time to enter 1 input document (on N paper to digital docs) min 3,8 

Avg time to send 1 output document (on N paper to digital docs) min - 

Estimated time saved in 1 year (avg per doc multiplied by annual docs) hr 0 

Avg nr of paper copies from 1 doc (on N paper to digit docs) nr - 

Estimated paper saved in 1 year (avg per doc multiplied by annual docs) nr 0 

Incidence of operational errors (detected during the pilot period) nr 9 

 

The tests for FR04 have been less problematic that the ones with the other enterprises. The 
extractions had very few mistakes, as the set of different documents to be processed is 
rather limited. Still use of the Document Dematerialization eService in its current state does 
not result in time savings compared to the sole use of the SAGE eService. Aside from the 
extraction also time spent for the verification has to be accounted for, as well as the time 
spent for connection to the eService, via a specific server. As stated by the first two 
enterprise quoted, the eService is considered interesting but not fast enough for being 
adopted.  
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Company FR05 

FR05 is a small enterprise located in the Languedoc-Roussillon region, employing five 
persons, and dealing with the installation of thermic equipment and air conditioning. FR05 
was interested in Document Dematerialization eService, not for the extraction of information 
from the invoices; but for extracting information about the spare parts that they sell, and 
transfer them to an excel database. In figure below an example of data to be exported into an 
excel file with Document Dematerialization eService is shown: 

 

 

Figure 7: Example of the data exported on an excel file 

 

This kind of data extraction requires significant changes to Document Dematerialization 
eService that were not feasible during project lifetime. Still the company remains open for 
future implementation of this (or similar) eService that would enable extraction to excel 
tables. 

Company FR06 

FR06 is a medium size enterprise providing breakdown service in Montpellier and 
surrounding areas. After initial presentation, FR06 was not interested to test the Document 
Dematerialization eService in relation to accounting procedures but were interested to test it 
on activity related to scrapping of cars. When cars are scrapped FR06 has to report data 
about the car and owner in an enterprise database. This procedure is done manually; one 
person is in charge of reporting car related data in an excel file, and this procedure 
represents an important loss of time. The possibility of using the Document Dematerialization 
eService to extract the data to be reported, in order to automatize this procedure and gain 
time was explored. The data to be extracted are following: 

 owner’s identification (name and surname); 

 vehicle type; 

 vehicle’s identification number; 

 vehicle’s registration date. 

In order to extract these data, the Document Dematerialization eService required some 
changes, since it is originally conceived for extracting data from invoices. Software 
developers have worked hard in order to provide new version of the eservice capable of 
extracting  these data, and eventually succeeded in June 2015. FR06 tested the upgraded 
version of the eService with mixed experiences. Namely, the quality of document scans was 
more often than not of inadequate quality for data extraction. In many cases personal 
documents (driver licences in particular) are quite old and the quality of the written data is too 
degraded to allow a good “reading” of the data by the Document Dematerialization eService. 
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Table 18: Quantitative KPIs for Company FR06 (Dematerialisation eService) 

Key Performance Indicators Unit Value 

Total input paper docs processed (count during the pilot period) nr 2 

Input docs dematerialised (percentage over their total number) % - 

Total output paper docs generated (count during the pilot period) nr 0 

Output docs dematerialised (percentage over their total number) % 0 

Avg time to enter 1 input document (on N paper to digital docs) min - 

Avg time to send 1 output document (on N paper to digital docs) min - 

Estimated time saved in 1 year (avg per doc multiplied by annual docs) hr - 

Avg nr of paper copies from 1 doc (on N paper to digit docs) nr - 

Estimated paper saved in 1 year (avg per doc multiplied by annual docs) nr - 

Incidence of operational errors (detected during the pilot period) nr 2 

 

As final result the Document Dematerialization eService was not incorporated in day-to-day 
processes however the company remains interested in upgrade version of eService.  

Summary of pilot results 

During all the pilot action implemented in the framework of CO-EFFICIENT, with six 
enterprises participating, the Document Dematerialization eService was tested and 
customized to specific needs and requirements. 

 

Table 19: Overall results of Document Dematerialization eService in France 

Key Performance Indicators Unit FR01 FR02 FR03 FR04 FR06 SUM 

Total input paper docs processed nr 17 21 18 19 2 75 

Input docs dematerialised  % - - - - - - 

Total output paper docs generated  nr 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Output docs dematerialised  % 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Avg time to enter 1 input document  min 3,5 3 3,4 3,8 - 3,425 

Avg time to send 1 output document  min - 0 0 - - 0 

Estimated time saved in 1 year hr - - - - - - 

Avg nr of paper copies from 1 doc nr 1 1,125 - - - 1,063 

Estimated paper saved in 1 year  nr - - - - - - 

Incidence of operational errors nr 6 8 7 9 2 6,4 
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Experiences gained during pilot implementation show that the Document Dematerialization 
eService is very intuitive and easy to use, and this is clearly a good point for what concerns 
its adoption. Besides, in particular for the enterprises which are not using the accounting 
systems (such as SAGE), the Document Dematerialization eService perfectly responds to 
the need for speeding up the accounting procedures. The concept was well accepted as well 
as flexibility of the service to be adapted to perform tasks other than extraction of data from 
invoices. This “flexibility” of the Document Dematerialization eservice has been very much 
appreciated by enterprises.   

On the other hand, as already said, Document Dematerialization eService still has some 
problems to be adapted to specific requirements identified in France: 

 average time for extracting data from an invoice is too long (extraction + verification + 
corrections): 3 minutes. In these conditions, the old systems adopted by enterprises 
are more efficient even tough manual input is required; 

 crashing problems occurred. 

 

In fact, this time for the extraction would be acceptable, if there were more data to extract, 
but often, enterprises just need 3 or 4 data from the invoices, this is why, even when the 
procedure is done manually, the time spent is not so long. Therefore the Document 
Dematerialization eService would be better suited to SMEs dealing with large quantity of 
incoming documents. Still most of the participating companies would be interested in 
implementation of the Document Dematerialization eService if the efficiency of the eService 
would be improved. 
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3 Energy efficiency effects – eService specific results 

Within this chapter, an analysis of the specific results obtained by each of the eServices is 
done. A separate analysis of the efficiency of each of the three eServices combining results 
obtained by each of the eService in partner countries was made making it possible to assess 
the capacity of adaptation of the different eServices to specific national conditions. The three 
eServices: 

 Logistics Optimisation eService 

 Distributed Planning 

 Document Dematerialization  

were complimented by fourth eservice offered in Spain – namely the “OBJECTIFF CO2” 
scheme. The introduction of “OBJECTIFF CO2” was initiated by Spanish project partners 
and companies who were familiarized with the scheme in question via CO-EFFICIENT 
Knowledge Database.  Consequently the scheme was investigated and adopted in order to 
fit Spanish specifics. 

3.1 Logistics Optimisation eService 

The Logistics Optimisation eService has received significant interest among the 
CO-EFFICIENT partnership. Many partners, who usually work with transport enterprises (or 
enterprises which need transport services) have seen a great potential in exploiting of this 
eService, which ensures reduction of the kilometres travelled as well as an improvement of 
vehicles’ load factor. By reducing kilometres travelled and at the same time raising load 
factor significant amounts of energy can be saved in form of fuel that lowers costs of 
companies on one hand and on the other benefits to society due to lower emissions of 
pollutants. 

Key performance indicators and results of the Logistics Optimisation eService are shown in 
table below. 

 

Table 20: Overall results of Logistics Optimisation eService in partner countries 

Key Performance Indicators Unit IT01 IT02 SI (all) SUM 

Total transport orders processed  
(count of transport orders per month) 

nr 4.000 69 275,25 4.344 

Distance covered on previous model  
(sum over all transport orders) 

km 12.900 5.940 286.416 305.256 

CO2 emission on previous model  
(from the covered distance) 

kg 5.160 1.410 170.000 176.570 

Distance covered on new model  
(sum over all transport orders) 

km 10.800 1.622 248.094 260.516 

CO2 emission on new model  
(from the covered distance) 

kg 2.700 380 161.000 164.080 

Avg distance saved per month  
(over all the transport orders) 

km 2.100 63 9.581 11.744 

Estimated distance saved in 1 year  
(multiplied by 12 months) 

km 105.000 316.696 495.864 917.560 

Avg CO2 saved per month  
(over all the transport orders) 

kg 2.460 15 2.250 4.725 
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Estimated CO2 saved in 1 year  
(multiplied by 12 months) 

kg 123.000 75.557 108.000 306.557 

 

Cases from Italy (2 companies participating) and Slovenia (9 companies) have clearly 
demonstrated the great potential of the eService in terms of kilometres (and therefore CO2 
saved). Even though during project lifetime the Logistics Optimisation eService was used 
only as a tool for simulation, significant savings could be achieved in practice. The tool can 
be on one hand used for simulating a change in the distribution system of an enterprise or of 
a network of enterprise, which signifies, checking how the enterprise would be able to carry 
out the deliveries foreseen under different conditions than the current ones (different fleet of 
vehicles, different warehouses, different clients, different transport providers, different 
prices). On the other hand the tool gives concrete insight on possible savings (fuel 
consumption, kilometres travelled, costs) to be achieved with changed organisational 
approaches to transport management. Main advantage of the Logistics Optimisation 
eService lies in the fact that the eService performs simulation on real data thus results are 
not estimations but can be realistically achievable.  

In this regard, the Italian and Slovenian cases have produced great results.: 

 average distance saved per month:    11.744 kilometres 

  estimated distance saved in 1 year: 917.560 kilometres 

 average CO2 saved per month:     4,7 tonnes 

 Estimated CO2 saved in 1 year: 306,5 tonnes 

While in case of Italy simulation was done on two separate companies in the case of 
Slovenia a close cooperation between 9 SMEs (7 manufacturing and 2 transport providers), 
was investigated. Slovenian results are achieved with simulation of cooperation between 
companies with pooling of the deliveries.  

Other advantages obtained were the reduction of the use of paper, and in general, an 
improving of the capacity of dealing with simulations through evolved eService.  

On the other hand experimentations made in other partner countries (Spain, Croatia, France) 
have shown that, as the eService is tailored for optimizing a great amount of missions and in 
general for networks of enterprises, with smaller companies (having fewer clients and less 
deliveries) the eService is not well suited. It also has to be said that the implementation of the 
Logistics Optimisation eService was hindered due to unwillingness of SMEs to cooperate 
and share their data with other SMEs – this distrust and individuality is especially evident in 
Croatia and Slovenia while in other partner countries SMEs are more open to cooperation.  
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3.2 Distributed Planning eService 

The Distributed Planning eService received less interest from the CO-EFFICIENT consortium 
compared to the Logistics Optimisation eService. The reason lies in fact that in order for it to 
achieve results a network of enterprises is needed (preferably with one leader company with 
its suppliers and/or clients).  

Despite of general lack of interest the eService was tested in pilot in Italy and has provided 
interesting results. IT01 was interested to experiment with Distributed Planning eService. 
IT01, as a consortium based in Modena (Emilia-Romagna region), leads a network of a 
dozen of SMEs providing maintenance services which aim to evolve towards a more general 
global service provision. The maintenance services of the IT01 consortium are addressed to 
serve over 4.000 gas (petrol, fuel) distribution (filling) stations of the ENI multinational 
company in centre-north of Italy. The eService was used in order to achieve better planning 
of pre-planned (routine) or on-demand (emergency) interventions. Every intervention 
demands a request from the central coordination unit to a maintenance team to move from 
its current position (where services were. Central coordination unit is at all times in 
communication with service thus having detailed information on service team’s status. When 
planning/carrying-out intervention IT01 has to select the service team to perform the 
intervention. Choice of team is based on a number of criteria, for instance the consortium 
member normally assigned that station or the need to balance the number of interventions 
assigned to every consortium member. Unfortunately no consideration is given to current 
positions of each team with respect to the next destination which  results in inefficient and 
expensive transports. It was estimated that in 8 hours of working time transport on average 
accounts for 2,5 hours. In order to optimize operations the Distributed Planning eService was 
implemented and following results were achieved: 

 

Table 21: Quantitative KPIs for Company IT01 (Distributed Planning eService) 

Key Performance Indicators Unit IT04 

Avg time to take and record 1 call (total time divided by call number) min 8 > 4 

Avg time to prepare 1 quotation (total time divided by quotation number) min 34 > 23 

Avg time to manage 1 customer order (total time divided by order number) min 19 > 7 

Avg time to plan 1 customer order (total time divided by plan number) min 12 > 5 

Avg time to assign 1 supplier task (total time divided by task number) min 9>1 

Avg time to handle 1 exception (total time divided by exception number) min 41 > 28 

Estimated time saved in 1 year(for all the above operations) hr 9.160 

Avg distance covered to reach 1 site(total distance divided by service nr) km 27,6 > 21,3 

Estimated distance saved in 1 year(for all the services performed) km 119.700 

Incidence of operational errors(average per week) nr 11 > 2 

 

The results were good in terms of time saved to record calls, to prepare quotations, to 
manage customers’ orders, to assign suppliers’ tasks, and to handle one exception. 
However, the managing of the eService has required some adaptation to the specific context 
which might be expected in all future cases. Unfortunately the eService was not tested in any 
other pilot actions therefore  comparisons cannot be made. 
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3.3 Document Dematerialization  eService 

From the beginning of the project, the Document Dematerialisation eService has received a 
great interest from the CO-EFFICIENT consortium and SMEs. This is quite understandable 
and in line with current trends of business processes moving in direction of paperless 
operations. As the eService offers improving and speeding up of accounting systems through 
automated decoding of invoices the great interest is understandable. It is also worth pointing 
out that the eService allows extraction of data from both PDF documents as well as from 
scanned paper document. This feature has been understood technology to be exploited not 
only for processing invoices but also for other types of documentation. Consequently final 
users (companies) requested many modifications of the eService for adaptation to specific 
needs. While several requested modifications were implemented, many others were out of 
scope of this project which led to limited pilot implementation in Spain, Italy and France but 
not in Croatia and Slovenia. 
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Results of pilot actions and implementation of Document Dematerialization eService are shown in table below. 

 

Table 22: Overall results of Document dematerialisation eService in partner countries 

Key Performance Indicators Unit ES02 IT03 FR01 FR02 FR03 FR04 FR06 ALL 

Total input paper docs processed nr 14.490 783 17 21 18 19 2 15.350 

Input docs dematerialised  % 35,75 84,2 - - - - - 59,98 

Total output paper docs generated  nr 0 N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Output docs dematerialised  % 0 N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Avg time to enter 1 input document  min 1,5 6 3,5 3 3,4 3,8 - 3,53 

Avg time to send 1 output document  min - N/A - 0 0 - - 0 

Estimated time saved in 1 year hr 362,25 896 - - - - - 1.258,25 

Avg nr of paper copies from 1 doc nr 1,25 3,17 1 1,125 - - - 1,64 

Estimated paper saved in 1 year  nr 18.125 51.848 - - - - - 69.973 

Incidence of operational errors nr - 3 6 8 7 9 2 35 

 

The implementation Document dematerialisation eService was implemented with mixed results. The experience in Spain has been quite 
successful with adaptation of the eService for automating the management of transport orders in a transport enterprise. The result shows 
35% of incoming documents were dematerialised leading to savings of 18.125 paper sheets and 360 work hours. Company has been 
satisfied with the result obtained and the eService is being used successfully. Adaptations of the eService for managing transport orders were 
also done for two other companies however they were implemented after the project end. 
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Implementation of the Document Dematerialization eService in Italy has been very 
successful. The Document Dematerialization was used for its original purpose: to 
dematerialize invoices. Results have been satisfying with estimated savings of 51.850 paper 
sheets per year and almost 900 working hours. 

In France modifications to eService were proposed with different degrees of success. In first 
case, adaptation has been done to allow the extraction of data from driving license and the 
result was quite satisfying. However, a problem of quality of the data written in the driving 
license is hindering the success of the operation for the moment. Secondly Document 
Dematerialization eService was diffused for its original function in context of accounting 
(dematerialisation of incoming invoices) unfortunately with little success – many French 
enterprises already use very evolved eService for the accounting procedures and despite 
integration of Document Dematerialization eService savings were not achieved. Actually 
more time was needed for processing of incoming invoices due to need for verification and 
time for connection to server. While the eService could be sped up with installation into 
company’s own server, perceived value of the eService was too low for companies to invest 
in it. 

In Croatia, the adaptations requested were too complex to be implemented within project as 
expectations of companies deviated too much from original eService functionalities. 
Nevertheless this should not be considered as a failure as new services might be developed 
as response to newly identified needs. 
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3.4  “Objectiff CO2” scheme 

The “Objectiff CO2” scheme (“green procedure” is French national action aiming at 
decreasing the CO2 emissions in the transport sector. The scheme consists of signing an 
agreement with enterprises for encouraging them to reduce their CO2 emissions by allowing 
them to choose among a bunch of actions which have a proved to be lowering fuel 
consumption. One of the main action is to propose driver training in transport enterprises to 
teach them the principles of the eco-driving. This training allows the transport enterprise to 
save up to 10 % of gas consumption. Once company commits to the scheme and fulfils 
certain requirements it is awarded with “Objectiff CO2” certification to be publicly displayed 
on vehicles.  

The scheme was perceived as very interesting in Spain and the scheme was tested in the 
framework of the Spanish Living Lab. 5 companies were keen to adopt actions foreseen in 
“Objectiff CO2”, in addition to the other eService tested. Three of them have already selected 
an average of 6 actions aiming at reducing CO2 emissions, among all the actions proposed 
by the program action plan. The success of this transfer through a Living Lab has been great. 
The potential of emissions saved in the 3 forthcoming years has been calculated in three 
enterprises and is shown in table below. 

 

Table 23: Overall results of »Objectiff CO2” scheme 

Key Performance Indicators Unit ES01 ES02 ES03 ES04 SUMM 

Actions already implemented by 
the company 

nr 19 14 13 12 58 

Actions included in the reduction 
plan 

nr 6 7 5 5 23 

New actions proposed nr 2 0 1 0 3 

Absolute potential fuel savings litres 333.295 80.566 94.319 99.853 608.033 

Absolute potential reductions t CO2 887 214.466 251.078 246.748 713.179 

Total expected costs € 141.144 15.322 71.628 216.000 444.094 

AVERAGE 

Potential reductions per activity t CO2/t.km 4,40 3,60 4,2 4,0 4,5 

Relative potential reductions % 14 5,10 4,3 6,5 7,47 

Averaged return of investment year 0,40 0,20 0,6 1,9 0,77 

 

 

As seen from the results shown above huge potential in fuel savings exists – with 
implementation of “Objectiff CO2” actions more than 600.000 litres of fuel and 700.000 tons 
of CO2 can be saved. But more importantly companies are self-motivated to achieve these 
goals. 

This case demonstrate how a Living Lab can also be the perfect place for a transfer of good 
practices, aside from being a place where developing and testing eServices for the 
enterprises.  
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4 Lessons learned 

In conclusion, the results of the experimentation carried out with the different eServices in the 
framework of the CO-EFFCIENT pilot actions can be considered very positive. The results 
highlighted by key performance indicators shown how eServices adopted have allowed an 
increase in energy efficiency of the enterprises, even if with different levels of success. 

While quantitative results highlighted energy and working hours saved as well as decreased 
emissions of CO2 in concrete numbers, the qualitative results show broader picture. 
Companies are evidently at different awareness levels when it comes to energy management 
and are in need of different types of interventions. 

With diffusion and implementation of eServices, especially the Logistics Optimisation 
eService and the Distributed Planning eService, enterprises learned the importance of 
planning and collaborating with each other. While in some countries the collaboration was 
actually established, in other countries (Croatia, Slovenia) companies have just started to 
consider idea of collaboration in order to reduce costs and become more energy efficient. 
Many collaborations started within the project, to hopefully continue after the project’s end, 
bringing progress in terms of energy efficiency and environmental improvements. It is also 
has to be pointed out that diffused eServices have encouraged companies to embrace new 
“smart technologies”, and, even where the results have not been immediately optimal, this 
creation of open-mildness will surely have an impact on the medium term on the enterprises.  

Following conclusions can be made from pilot implementations and experiences gained 
therein: 

 Living Lab can be an extraordinary environment to understand the company’s needs 
and problems as well as finding situation specific solutions. 

 Living Lab concept has proved its efficiency for providing new adaptable solutions to 
companies by working together. 

 Constant support and monitoring of company implementing energy saving actions is 
of vital importance. Attention to their specific needs and questions is precondition for 
success as experiences show that in case of constant monitoring and support 
companies were more successful than if this was not the case. 

 Not all the solutions are transferrable from one national context to another however 
many results are replicable if the preconditions are similar. 

 EServices offered in CO-EFFICIENT are better suited for SMEs with processes 
demanding processing of high volumes of information. 

 Outsourcing in clusters/networks of micro/small enterprises reduces costs of 
operation for all actors however, degrees of collaboration in clusters vary significantly 
from country to country. 

 In case new eServices are not compatible with existing E-Systems in companies and 
require modification of established work processes reluctance for implementation is 
higher. 

Pilot implementation of eservices in all countries has led to  

 greater staff awareness, 

 new skills created, 

 improved competencies. 
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In any case, the Living Labs will continue even after the CO-EFFICIENT lifetime and the 
energy efficiency and the environment concern of enterprises will continue to be improved. 


